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President Michael Martin called the meeting to 

order at 7:30pm on a frigid winter evening.  De-

spite the cold, 33 attended the meeting – 26 mem-

bers and 7 guests, including guest speaker Dr. 

Scott King and his wife, Linda.  A dinner for Dr. 

King at Corned Beef & Co. preceded the meeting 

attended by 14 members, the Kings, and two other 

guests, Karen and Tim Shelton.   

 

The monthly observing reports were entirely fo-

cused upon the total lunar eclipse from the night 

before. Ray Bradley, Dan Chrisman, Jon Goss, 

John Wenskovitch, Michael Martin, Michael 

Good, and Rick Parker all contributed images of 

the eclipse taken via camera and telescope.  Each 

of them commented on the cold and windy weather 

that accompanied their observations.  Genevieve 

Goss also noted the number of stars that were visi-

ble during totality, a clear indication of how much 

dimmer the eclipsed moon appeared in comparison 

to its usual full phase brightness.  Genevieve also 

shared a moving Carl Sagan quote while reporting 

on the starry-hymned funeral of Astronomical 

League President Bill Bogardus. 

 

Immediate Past President of the Astronomical 

League and RVAS member John Goss next pre-

sented the monthly deep-sky observation challenge.  

This month’s challenge was not particularly deep 

into the universe:  a conjunction of Mars and Ura-

nus in Pisces in the evening sky on February 12th.  

Mars will be a first-magnitude object, but Uranus 

will still be a dim, binocular object in all but the 
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darkest skies.  John also shared several of the  

Astronomical League’s recent Lunar Questions of 

the Day, two referencing lunar impact craters and 

one debunking the flat Earth idea.   

 

Turning to upcoming outreach, Member at Large 

Ray Bradley reported a single activity on the club’s 

calendar: an observing session and potential Apol-

lo 11 presentation for the Wilderness Medical Ad-

ventures group in New Castle on February 22nd.  

Any interested members should contact Ray to sup-

port this event. 

 

Next, President Martin called on Frank Baratta 

for our monthly What’s Up.  Looking ahead to Feb-

ruary, Frank noted that sunsets and the end of 

evening twilight will continue getting later each day, 

as we progress toward the start of Daylight Saving 

Time in early March.  Weekend observing opportu-

nities will occur at the beginning and end of the 

month.  Among the various celestial happenings, 

February offers a couple of evening chances to ob-

serve the variability of Algol, the quintessential 

eclipsing binary star.  In addition, around the 21st, 

we’ll begin a two-week window during which the Zo-

diacal Light, also known as the “false dawn,” may be 

viewable from dark sites as evening twilight wanes.  

On the 28th, those willing to step outside at 6:00 

a.m. will be rewarded by a nearly 50°-long arc com-

posed of Antares, Jupiter, the Moon, Saturn and 

Venus just above the south-southeastern horizon.  

See the What’s Up Highlights elsewhere in this is-

sue for more information on February’s near and 

deep skies. 

The remainder of the evening was allocated to a 

presentation from invited speaker Dr. Scott King, 

Professor of Geophysics at Virginia Tech.  Dr. 

King is a member of several of the 24 teams that 

will be evaluating data returned from NASA’s In-
Sight (Interior Exploration using Seismic Investi-

gations, Geodesy, and Heat Transport) mission that 

landed in Elysium Planitia on Mars shortly after 

Thanksgiving.  Elysium Planitia was selected as a 

landing site due to its location near the equator for 

maximal solar power generation, for being flat and 

relatively rock-free (“Where is the lowest possibil-

ity of finding big rocks?”), and for having soft 

(InSight Continued from page 1) 
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InSight selfie  -  https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/

spaceimages/index.php?search=InSight+Mars+Lander 
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enough terrain to allow the heat probe to efficient-

ly burrow into the ground. 

 

Dr. King stressed the importance of this mission as 

the first to “see” inside another planet.  The ter-

restrial planets (and the Moon) are all made up of 

roughly the same substances, but each is a little 

different from the others.  We have a quality un-

derstanding of the interior layers of Earth, but the 

interiors of the other terrestrial planets are a 

combination of deduction and educated guesswork.  

Scientists are still unsure of why, for example, the 

Tharsis volcanic bulge formed on Mars. 

 
Though an atmospheric instrument is included on 

the mission, the focus of InSight is to study the 

deep interior of Mars.  As such, the InSight mis-

sion includes the first seismometer ever placed on 

the surface of Mars.  Both of the Viking landers 

included seismometers, but because they were at-

tached to the landers themselves, they primarily 

detected vibrations due to wind.  In contrast, the 

InSight digital seismometer has been placed di-

rectly on the planet, aligned via a sundial placed 

above (a compass won’t work on Mars), and then 

encased in an independent dome to isolate it from 

the wind.  This single seismometer on Mars should 

be contrasted with hundreds that are located on 

Earth and several that were positioned on the Moon 

during the Apollo missions.   

 

As of the time of the meeting, the seismometer 

had already been positioned on the planet’s surface, 

and the Instrument Deployment Arm is currently 

working to tack down the instrument cable, pre-

venting that vibration factor from contaminating 

the data from the seismometer, which is designed 

to detect vibrations on the scale of several atoms.  

The seismometer itself is actually six separate de-

vices, capturing vibrations traveling north-south, 

east-west, and vertically, with each direction in-

cluding a sensor for long-period and short-period 

waves.  Some seismographic data has already been 

recorded, but the mission is not yet in the formal 

data collection phase. 

 

A second instrument, the Heat Flow and Physical 

Properties Package (HP3), will burrow into the sur-

face of the planet to a depth of 5 meters / 16 

feet.  The goal of this probe is to determine the 

efficiency of heat flow within Mars, revealing in-

formation about the evolution of the planet’s inte-

rior.  The 5 meter depth was selected to get below 

both the diurnal and seasonal temperature varia-

tions of the planet during the course of the mis-

sion.   

 

In addition to informing the crowd about the scien-

tific instruments and goals, Dr. King also stressed 

some of the challenges of a Mars mission.  To begin, 

the success rate of landing both rovers and landers 

on the surface is currently 8/18.  Though many of 

the recent missions have been successful and the 

success rate is climbing as a result, landing humans 

on the surface with current technology comes with 

substantial risk.   

 

In addition, the speed of light and the positioning 

of the satellites in orbit results in considerable 

communications delay for the mission.  A low-gain 

transmitter on InSight sends data to orbiting 

spacecraft such as Mars Odyssey and Mars Recon-
naissance Orbiter (MRO) when they are visible 

above the horizon.  This data is then transmitted 

back to Earth where it is acquired by the Deep 

Space Network (DSN), evaluated by mission spe-

(InSight Continued from page 2) 

(InSight Continued on page 4) 

Guest speaker Dr. Scott King presenting to the mem-

bership -   

Photo  by Frank Baratta. 
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cialists at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), 

and finally new commands are sent to InSight fol-

lowing the reverse process.  As a result, the early 

days of the mission have been a sequence of 

“perform an incremental action, take a picture, 

transmit, and wait.”   

 

For example, in order to position the seismometer 

on the surface of the planet, the Instrument De-

ployment Arm needs the position a grapple precise-

ly above the instrument, connect to the instrument, 

lift, move, and lower the seismometer, each time 

requiring one or more images from the Deployment 

Camera to be transmitted to JPL.  Even before 

placing the seismometer on the surface, a series of 

images were taken of the area around InSight to 

identify locations for instrument placement.  Inside 

a warehouse at JPL, scientists have constructed a 

replica of both InSight and the landing site, allow-

ing each command sequence to be thoroughly test-

ed before being sent to Mars.  When dealing with a 

mission on another planet, there are no second 

chances and no do-overs.  In order to create a rep-

lica of Mars, crushed basaltic rock was used to rep-

licate the surface, while stereo images were taken 

to approximate the local slope. 

 

In addition to the communication delay, the landing 

of InSight itself was also uncertain.  The landing 

ellipse was approximately 80 miles long and 

20 miles wide.  Though InSight landed near the 

center of the ellipse, the heat shield landed right 

on the lip of a moderate-sized crater.  Had InSight 

landed there instead, the mission would have been 

substantially more difficult.   

 

A further difficulty comes from the 40 minute dif-

ference between the length of day on Earth and 

Mars.  As a result, the mission planners needed to 

decide whether or operate on Earth time or Mars 

time.  Though the decision was made to operate on 

Earth time, the current time on Mars must always 

been taken into account during operations.  Even 

operating on Mars proves difficult.  On January 1, 

the high temperature measured at nearby Gale 

Crater by Curiosity was 21°F (not all that different 

from the evening temperature in Roanoke), but the 

low temperature was a more-frigid -115°F.  Heaters 

are required on all instruments to keep the elec-

tronics at effective operating temperatures.  Fur-

ther, the dust from the Martian surface is preva-

lent, and some even managed to lodge itself behind 

the lens cover on the InSight context camera, re-

ducing the quality of images sent to Earth. 

 

(InSight Continued from page 3) 

(InSight Continued on page 6) 

InSight's final location on mars - https://

mars.nasa.gov/insight/multimedia/images 

InSight's Deck and two science instruments-  Photo  

from  https://mars.nasa.gov/insight/multimedia/

images 
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Fri., Feb. 15, 2019 
7:00 p.m. 

What’s Up Highlights 
February 1 - 28, 2019 

 

(A summary of the What’s Up program presented at the January 21st meeting.) 
 

 

This Month: 
Our month begins at a point nearly halfway through 

the winter season.  It’s a time memorialized in 

both secular and sectarian traditions, notably, 

Groundhog Day and Candlemas.  In the sky, 

the winter constellations, particularly 

Orion and its surrounding entourage of 

Auriga, Canis Major, Canis Minor, Gemini 

and Taurus, occupy our main viewing area 

and offer the greatest concentration of 

first magnitude stars visible at one time 

from the Northern Hemisphere.  Though 

it’s dimmed considerably from its July 

2018 opposition, Mars remains a bright 

target as it approaches and then passes 

Uranus around mid-month.  But February 

has other opportunities for those willing to 

brave winter’s deep cold.  See below for other 

notable celestial happenings this month. 
 

 

February Celestial Events: 
• Sat., 2nd – Groundhog Day (cf. Christian “Candlemas”; Celtic “Imbolc”) 

• Tues., 5th – Moon at apogee; 63.74 Earth-radii from Earth (farthest apogee for 2019). 

• Wed., 6th – Algol (β Persei) at minimum for about 2 hours centered on 8:45 p.m. EST (and on 

26th centered on 10:30 p.m.; Period: 2d 20h 48m 56.5s). 

• Sun., 10th – Moon, Mars and Uranus within 5.7° circle; 66° east of the Sun in evening sky. 

• Mon., 11th – The Equation of Time is at 14.24 minutes, with clock time this much ahead of solar 

time. (Solar noon 14.24 minutes after clock noon.) 

• Tues., 19th – Moon at perigee; 55.94 Earth-radii from Earth (nearest perigee for 2019 and 

12% closer than on the 5th). 

• Thurs., 21st – Zodiacal Light visible for the next two weeks.  Look west after sunset for hazy 

pyramidal glow along the ecliptic from the horizon up to Gemini. 

• Thurs., 28th – Antares, Jupiter, the Moon, Saturn and Venus form a nearly 50°–long arc in the 

SSE in the pre-dawn sky (~ 6:00 a.m.). 

 

Sunset and Twilight: Moon Phases: 
Sunset Range: 5:44 p.m. (Feb. 1st) to 6:13 p.m. (Feb. 28th) 

Mon., 4th – New Moon 

Tue., 12th – First Quarter 

Tue., 19th – Full Moon 

  Tue., 26th – Last Quarter 

Twilight Ends: 7:13 p.m. (Feb.1st) to 7:39 p.m. (Feb. 28th) 
 

Weekend Observing Opportunities: 
 

 

Feb. 1st/2nd  

Feb. 22nd/23rd  

 

Fri., Feb. 15, 2019 
7:00 p.m. 
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Dr. King concluded his presentation by quickly sum-

marizing the next steps for InSight.  First, the 

seismometer has been placed on the surface of 

Mars, but it has not yet been covered by the dome 

to isolate it from wind vibrations.  Second, InSight 

needs to deploy and activate HP3, allowing it to 

begin hammering down into the depths.  Finally, it 

will be time to begin collecting and analyzing mis-

sion data. 

 

Following his presentation there was an extensive 

question and answer session in which members of 

the audience peppered Dr. King with a variety of 

questions about Mars, the InSight mission, and his 

role in the mission.  This included such areas as 

when data will be collected, team organization, in-

strument protection, water detection possibilities, 

plate tectonics, Marsquakes, geological activity, 

possible ancient life, and many other topics of in-

terest to our RVAS members.  

Many more questions were on the tongues of the 

bright RVAS minds, but it was time to conclude the 

meeting.  A thunderous round of applause thanked 

Dr. King for his presentation.  President Martin 

offered two additional tokens of appreciation from 

the RVAS: a NASA ball cap and some sweets to 

accompany the Kings back to Blacksburg.  He subse-

quently adjourned the meeting with wishes to all to 

stay warm. 

 

(InSight Continued from page 4) 
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RVAS from the Past  
By Bill Dillon  

RVAS 25 Years Ago 

Newsletter headlines from February 1994: 

“Hubble Finally Gets A Heavenly View!!!” After 

three and a half years of cloudy vision caused by a 

“tiny optical flaw”, repairs made by astronauts in 

December 1993 have corrected the spherical ab-

erration in Hubble’s primary mirror. 

“Once More . . . With Feeling?”  As a great 20th 

century philosopher once said, “It’s déjà vu . . . all 

over again!”. Anyway, that’s how it felt to Club 

members after a December 1993 snowfall, fol-

lowed by a January 1994 ice storm severely short-

ened one Club monthly meeting and cancelled the 

other. 

“Membership Mum On Messier Marathon”  A sug-

gestion in January 1994 to hold a Messier Mara-

thon seemed not to be instilling enthusiasm as only 

two members had shown any interest as of the 

date of the February Newsletter. 

“Pickering, the Sun and the Green Flash”  (From 

“Echoes of the Past: 90 Years Ago,” Mercury mag-

azine 1992). In 1902 Professor W.H. Pickering 

called attention to what he called the ‘green flash’, 

now a well-recognized phenomenon caused by the 

effects of our atmosphere on the various wave-

lengths of sunlight. 

“Tailgate ‘Jupiter Bash’ In planning Stages”  With 

the ‘once-in-a-lifetime’ event of Comet Shoemaker

-Levy’s expected contact with Jupiter in late July, 

Club members are in  

 

 

preliminary planning for a special “Jupiter Bash” 

observing session on Friday, July 22nd. 

RVAS 10 Years Ago 

Newsletter headlines from February 2009 

“Winter Sky 2009”  Jiri Kolejka takes Club mem-

bers on a telescopic journey across the night sky 

during a typical southwest Virginia’s winter. From 

Galaxies to clusters, bright stars to faint nebulae 

and constellations, Jiri shared his observing 

knowledge and experience with the Club. 

“The Hollow Lake on the Moon”  A brief article by 

Dave Thomas focused on the Moon crater Plato. 

According to Dave, Plato is the location of many 

sightings of Lunar Transient Phenomena, or in oth-

er words, it’s where space aliens hang out between 

Earthly visits!? 

“January Club Gathering Looks Forward to 2009”  

With 2009 designated by UNESCO as an Interna-

tional Year of Astronomy, an article by Club Sec-

retary Mary Crouch highlighted events already 

planned around the world and listed ways that 

RVAS could become involved in this important 

event. 

“NGC 1514: The Crystal Ball Nebula”  All you ever 

wanted to know about this “little gem of a plane-

tary nebula” that Michael Good ‘discovered’ on 

January 2, 2009. Listed in some references as 

604 light years away and magnitude 10.9, NGC 

1514 can be found in the constellation Perseus 

near the star Atik. Not an easy search and find, 

but judging by Michael’s astrophoto, a rewarding 

one indeed.   
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The above photo montage shows the Moon mov-

ing through the Umbra of the Earth’s shadow 

from the lower right to the upper left . The 

first image depicts the Moon in partial eclipse 

entering the Umbra. The 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 

show the start, mid, and end of the total phase 

of the eclipse. The last image shows the Moon 

leaving the Umbra. 

The above image was made at 1140 pm, one minute 

before totality. The blue hue on the edge of the 

disc is an effect caused by Ozone in the Earth’s 

upper atmosphere. It can be seen just as the Moon 

is entering totality. 
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Get Connected! 
Want to be more in touch with other RVAS members?  Join the RVAS Yahoo Group!  Share last-minute 

observing plans, articles, ideas, astrophotos—you name it.  You’ll need to have or create a Yahoo email ad-

dress.  Click the link below.  Once logged in, provide the information requested, including your real name 

since the group is only for members and those invited.  You’ll receive an acknowledgement from the mod-

erator.   

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RVAS_Club/info 

For assistance, call the RVAS Message Line (540-774-5651).  We’ll have you connected in no time! 

 

 

Are You Receiving Your Newsletters 

and Other Club Emails? 
  
To save having to download newsletters from our website, these and other items of interest are emailed 

to members.  If you have not been receiving these items by email, please let us know by calling the RVAS 

Message Line at 540-774-5651.  Please also check whether your spam blocker is intercepting our emails. 
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Astro-Quiz 
 

We know that the Earth rotates and that it orbits the Sun.  What other motions is our planet subject to? 

 

Answer to Last Month’s Quiz:  Last month’s quiz was about Jake, who’s retired and wants to obtain addi-

tional eyepieces to go with his new 12-inch f/4.5 telescope.  His friend advised against buying a 32mm Plossl 

and to consider something around 22mm instead.  We asked if Jake’s friend’s advice made sense and why.  In 

fact, his friend’s advice was sound.  Jake’s presumably at retirement age, such that the dilated pupils of his 

eyes expand to a diameter of about 5mm.  The bundle of light rays—the “exit pupil”—comprising the image 

exiting the 32mm eyepiece with his telescope will be more than his dilated pupil can admit.  So the excess 

light is wasted.  A better choice for Jake would be something around 22mm, the exit pupil of which more 

closely matches his dilated pupils.  For a younger individual, whose dilated pupils may expand to as much as 

7mm, the 32mm eyepiece would be fine.  Have an answer to this month’s quiz (or a future question and an-

swer to suggest)?  E-mail it to astroquiz@rvasclub.org! 

 

 

Monthly Calendar 
 

MONTHLY MEETING: Monday, February 18th, 7:30 p.m., Classroom B, 3rd floor, Center on Church, 

Downtown Roanoke.  Imagine yourself a stargazer in the Middle Ages.  What might you be thinking as you 

look up into the night sky?  At our February monthly meeting, our own Todd Atkins, pastor of Roanoke’s Bel-

mont Presbyterian Church, will explore this question through the lens of C.S. Lewis’ thought and writings.  

Todd’s talk, entitled “There is No Such Thing as Space,” will reveal Lewis as one the brilliant minds of the 

20th Century; that most of his writings were influenced by the astronomy, cosmology  and mythology of the 

Medieval world; and that these influences remain relevant today.  Be sure to join us for Todd’s stimulating 

and informative talk, and our other regular monthly activities!  

 

RVAS WEEKEND OBSERVING OPPORTUNITIES: RVAS members observe from various sites, with Cahas 

Knob Overlook, at milepost 139 on the Blue Ridge Parkway, being our traditional location.  For updates on 

members’ observing plans, log onto the RVAS Yahoo Group (RVAS members only) and/or call the RVAS Mes-

sage Line, 540-774-5651, about an hour before sunset on the indicated dates. 

 

-- Friday and Saturday, February 1st and 2nd.  Sunset is at 5:45 p.m.  Astronomical twilight ends at 7:13 

p.m. The Moon sets at 3:04 and 3:55 p.m., respectively. 

 

-- Friday and Saturday, February 22nd and 23rd.  Sunset is at 6:08 p.m.  Astronomical twilight ends at 

7:35 p.m. The Moon rises at 9:52 p.m. and 10:59 a.m., respectively. 

 

-- Future Weekend Observing Opportunities: Mar. 1st and 2nd; 29th and 30th. 

 

ROANOKE CITY PARKS and RECREATION PUBLIC STARGAZE: Saturday, February 2nd, 6:30 

p.m., Cahas Knob Overlook, milepost 139, Blue Ridge Parkway.  Nonmembers must register with Parks & 

Rec. at 540-853-2236.  Members can call 540-774-5651 for information.  (Next session: March 2nd, 7:00 

p.m., Cahas Knob Overlook.) 
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